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I. INTRODUCTION

The Jason Russell House, in Arlington, Massachusetts, achieved

its notoriety in the course of a violent April day in 1775.

British troops commanded by General Gage were retreating along

the Concord Road, under the occasional fire of local sympathizers

with the revolutionary cause. Jason Russell was one such~ he,

along with several other men, set up behind a barricade in front

of his house to harass the redcoats with sniper fire.

Unfortunately, the enemy passed not only before but behind the

position of these brave -- some might say foolhardy -- colonists,

and in the ensuing dash for the safety of the house proper, Jason

Russell was felled on his very doorstep by a musket ball. This

baptism of blood ennobled what was otherwise a standard farmhouse

of the period, and accounts for the structure's purchase and

renovation by the Arlington Historical Society in 1923.

Only one attempt has been made to synthesize a scholarl y

history of the Jason Russell House from documentary sources :

Robert K. Nylander's article "Jason Russell and His House in

Menotomy" in Olde-Tyme New England (October-December 1964).

Rejecting the accepted construction date of c.1680, which implies

that Jason's grandfather (also named Jason) built the house , Mr.

Nylander assigns to the structure a date of c.1 740 -- around the

time that the younger Jason married Elizabeth Winship. Apparentl y
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the house began as a simple two-story structure, with one room on

each floor, but soon the Russells doubled their living space by

building a two-story addition, creating the basic farmhouse

design of the period. A detailed description of later

modifications may be found in Mr. Nylander 's article (for a quick

summary, refer to the house plan and accompanying text)~ he

concludes by commenting that after 1896, the house was "moved

partly off its original foundations to install a furnace."

When the 350th Commission of the town of Arlington sought a

public- participation project to increase interest and awareness

in the historical background of the community, an archaeological

excavation on the current grounds of the Jason Russell House

seemed eminently appropriate. In addition to providing valuable

information concerning the integrity of the archaeological record

to the Arlington Historical Society, work on the site held great

interest for Professor Mary Beaudry at Boston University, as it

dovetailed neatly with an extended research project she wa s

conducting at the Hooper-Lee-Nichols house in Cambridge and the

Balch House in Beverly. The Center for Archaeological Stud i e s a t

Boston University developed a research proposal tailored t o meet

the diverse needs of the principals involved: a sur ve y and

limited excavation of the Jason Russell House prope r t y . The

primary research objective focused on the supposed re loca t i o n of

the building: had it in fact been moved, and if so, whe n a nd from

where? Professor Beaudry's study formed t he second research

objective: the spatial organization of the New Eng l and houselot
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with specific regard to the developmental cycle of the domestic

group as well as individual vs . corporate responses to the basic

requirements for waste and water management. The actual amount

of soil turned over, in relative terms, would be quite small -

the excavations primarily constituted a test rather than a full

scale unearthing of the area. In fact, the chief goal of the

project was educational. The pUblic would be directly involved,

since apart from a small staff of Field Assistants only volunteer

labor (from the Arlington High School and the community) would be

employed. The specific research objectives described above

provided a well-defined limit to the work. Ordinarily, these

objectives would not constitute sufficient grounds for

excavation, especially in view of the evidence for major

construction and regrading efforts in the immediate vicinity of

the project. In this case, however, it proved necessary t o

minimize arcfiaeological risk in order to maximize the

participation of untrained community residents.

In order to coordinate with the Town of Arlington's Pat riot 's

Day celebrations, the Jason Russell House excavations were

scheduled from March 18 through March 22, 1985. Two are a s of the

property were targeted: the yard in front of the house (possible

buried foundations) and the kitchen (see house p lan ) . Beneath

the kitchen floorboards removed before the excava t i on by

volunteers from the Arlington High School -- wa s a hole filled

with unidentified deposits. There was some suggestion that these

deposits overlay the original (pre-nineteenth centu r y ) cellar



hole of the Jason Russell House~ furthermore, indoors excavation

provided a good fallback position in case of poor weather.
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II. EXCAVATION

Most of the supervisory staff worked over the weekend before the

start of the excavations, laying out the grid and surveying the

yard by means of a soil resistivity meter. We chose to use a

4-meter grid system divided into I-meter excavation squares, with

a datum (central point) located at the front doorstep of the

house -- from this central point, a sort of imaginary graph was

laid over the site on axis with the points of the compass. On

the overall map (see endpapers) the units of the system are

indicated by crosses (+) at their corners~ on the site itself a

surveyor's nail was sunk at the center of each cross. Grids such

as the one we employed are a standard feature of archaeological

simplified test-unit layout, easier mapping capabilities and

straightforward record keeping. In our case, the grid nails also

provided ready-made transects for soil resistivity testing , a

procedure in which electrical current is passed from po i nt t o

point underground. Variations in resistivity readings i nd i c a t e

subsurface features (at least in theory): a disturbed t rash p i t

will trap water, and conduct more electricity than the

surrounding soil, whereas a brick wall will conduct ve ry little.

At the Jason Russell House, we hoped this technique wou l d enable

us to pinpoint various potential l o c a t i on s for earlie r house
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foundations. Unfortunately, after only a very few transects

(linear passes) were placed across the site on a north-south

axis, it became evident that the readings were too confused to

help us -- possibly, we thought at the time, because of the

bedrock's proximity to the soil surface. Later, we would find

convincing reasons for the failure of this technique. Unable to

place our I-meter excavation squares (or as they are more

properly called, test units) on the basis of this pre-excavation

survey, we were forced to fall back on logic. If the purpose of

the excavation was to sample the yard of the Jason Russell House,

then the first step would be to determine where the original yard

was located. Based on Robert K. Nylander's sketch map of the

supposed movement of the house, I set up a series of one-meter

squares, in effect a trench, heading east from the front of the

house on the south s ide. The squares are referred to by their

§Q~th~~§t gQQ~9~~~t~ -- th~§ th~ ~q~~~~ ~~~~~~t the house in the

south series is 5S2W. If the remains of a foundation wall existed

in the position suggested by the map, they would be uncovered b y

this trench and thus reveal precisely the former situation of the

house.

The 18th dawned cloudy, and before long a heavy snow was

falling. By the time the staff arrived at the house , a t least an

inch covered the strings and nails of the outside trench. A

constant fear of mine during the planning stage s was here

immediately realized: too many people, not enough to do. The

problem was exacerbated by a shortage -- on that firs t frosty
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morning of field assistants. Our cartographer, Dino Zamanis,

helped by taking some of the better insulated souls outside to

finish mapplng the yard. Meanwhile, in the kitchen, we were

faced with a complicated situation . It has been said that

archaeology is a form of interrogation in which the questions

murder the subject. Without careful record-keeping, without

notes and photographs, our excavation would leave the area under

the kitchen floor just an empty hole, and the artifacts recovered

from it just a meaningless pile of bric-a-brac. The first step,

then, was to set up a grid in the kitchen, but a mere extension

of the four-meter/one-meter system involved a lot of nails and

string . in some very awkward places. Acting on a suggestion from

Bill Barnett, who had experience digging in caves in Portugal and

France, we decided that an overhead grid would be mor e

convenient. To avoid increasing the number of obstacles in our

~!r~~QY gr~mF~Q §*gaYat~gn af@a, 9Yf ~±en We§ to §~t Up th~

kitchen grid not with one meter squares but within the larger

rectangles formed by the extant floor beams. Since Dino had

prepared a complete floor plan of the house, mapping i n t he

rectangles would be simpl~ (see house plan)i in addition , the

fixed height of the beams promised easy recording of exca vat i o n

levels.

To think up an excavation plan is eaSYi to put it i n t o effect

with ten or so complete novices -- especially at eight a. m. on a

gray Monday is somewhat more difficult. The i nit ial ph as e s of

the grid layout -- such as deciding which sides of the beams to
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use, where to define the edges of excavation units when no beam

was present, how to anchor grid strings, and how to label the

units -- required little if any assistance from our crew of

students. Fortunately, they were patient, acting perhaps on the

principle that anything is better than being in school. By late

morning, we managed to put most of the volunteers to work, and by

lunchtime they had finished taking readings for a contour map of

the kitchen area (this map follows the house plan in the

endpapers). The staff stayed on and photographed both the soil

surface and various features of interest (Figure 1), which left

us very little time to recover before the arrival of the

afternoon shift. Consisting mostly of adults and children, t h i s

group displayed unbounded enthusiasm as we set them to collecting

the scatter of artifacts laying on top of the soil . Rather t h an

! ~ ~ !~! t~ ~apacit¥ for detail, in man¥ cases using a bag for each

being sloppy and haphazard, these volunteers possessed an

separate artifact, or writing lengthy descriptions on the bags

themselves. As I hopped from unit to unit identifying rema i ns

significant items as oil filters, chewing tobacco tins , b u i l d i ng

field

(including such cUlturally and histor i c a l l yfor the excavators

paper and a not-quite-empty container of maple syrup),

assistant Julie Ernstein headed a desperate crusade t o minimize

bag usage and keep our records straight.

Later that evening, after the dust had settled , we reviewed the

evidence of the day. As expected, most of the surface debris in

the kitchen dated after the 1920s, and therefore probab l y owed
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its deposition to the workmen who renovated the Jason Russell

sense to me, and seeing them from above, cleared of all clutter,

helped my interpretation not at all. One area, between units KIW

1923. The general outlines of the kitchen area had never made

we had designated Feature #1. In archaeologicaland K2W,

House after its purchase by the Arlington Historical Society in

parlance, the term "feature" usually refers to an installation or

object (of relatively large size) whose function is an outgrowth

of its position. Thus a wall, a trash pit, or a fireplace as

revealed in the archaeological record might be referred to as a

feature. Our Feature #1 (Figure 2) looked like a filled-in

distance of the floor. Was Feature #3 the old cellar hole of the

Feature #1 abutted the rock foundations of the house, whi le to

#1 and #3, the soil surface was considerably higher, wh i l e to the

It did appea r likely, in

In this pit (which we designated

it opened out into a larger pit filled with a wide

fragments extended throughout the feature. On its southern edge,

north of the kitchen the bedrock ledge separating the e xc a va t i on

variety of building debris.

of surface collection here -- the stone rubble and large glass

the north

trench, or perhaps a narrow stairway. There was no real question

this early stage, all was supposition.

area from the present-day cellar rose up to wi t h i n a shor t

flooring beam (Figure 3). On both east and west sides of Fea t ur e s

Feature #3) was a brick pillar (Feature #2 ) supporting the main

Jason Russell House, and Feature #1 a stairway down into it? At

view of the numerous glass jar fragments and who l e jars recovered
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window well in the east cellar wall.

in his favor. On two sides, east and south, the foundations were

it.

~ 
~..

underneath

In the yard , the moist

foundationhad no

that this pit had last seen use as a coldfrom Feature #1,

with these and other nebulous possibilities floating around in

been moved, we noticed several pieces of circumstantial evidence

making up Feature #2, and so were presumably of quite late

bricks (these bricks were of exactly the same dimensions as those

corresponding hole in the f loorboards , but then they were not

original. As for Mr. Nylander's statement that the house had

of rock with a patch coat of mortar occasionally supported by

application). The west wall of the kitchen -- the original back

storage space, or perhaps a discard area for glass. There was no

easy with this kind of evidence: foundations can be redug without

wall of the house

Marshalltown trowels -- the modern day archaeologist 's e q u i v a l e n t

donned paper masks, but the dust still managed t o find its wa y

by waste water and light from chinks in the rock or from the

moving a house, and the grass could have grown in place, nurtured

Furthermore, there were small patches of dried-up turf near ~he

the south wall began. Of course, playing devil's advocate was

west wall, clearly breaking off where the foundation trench for

excavation. Our crew, once again complete novices, gr i ppe d the ir

of pick and shovel -- and scraped away.

humus peeled back cleanly and easily, but in the k itche n , clouds

our heads, we returned to the site ready to begin fu l l - s c a l e

of dust (and, so rumor had it, rat poison) f illed the air. We



remains in the vicinity of the present-day cellar, and also t o

gather more evidence concerning the house's possible reloca t ion .

By the third day of the dig, operations were proceed i ng very

smoothly. All of the high school students had a fa i r l y clear

grasp of archaeological techniques, although it was still

necessary to train new groups of adult vo l unt eer s in the

afternoons. We began to appreciate the dedication of our crew,

and also to notice some interesting character traits . To the

inside not only the masks but our clothing as well. Feature #1

rapidly gave up its glass, and before long crumbled bedrock was

reached. No_stairway here~ i t was not even apparent whether man

or nature had cut the rock. To the east of Feature #1, near the

intersection of the east and south walls, a layer of humus shot

through with still moist and pliable roots yielded to bedrock

within a few centimeters. The west units, K3W and K4W/IN,

presented difficulties in excavation: with their dry and crumbly

soil, cave-ins were frequent, and level changes difficult to

detect. Nevertheless, a stream of glass and ceramic materials

emerged from the kitchen, in the main belonging to the nineteenth

and in some cases eighteenth century AD. Pieces of one particular

item, a tobacco ware jug, turned up in a number of places ,

reassuring us as to the continuity of our stratigraphy.

Meanwhile, in the yard, field assistant Elizabeth Shapiro began

another trench, extending out from the north side of the f r ont

regard to this second

reveal the extent of the

Our purpose with

units was to

wall (see site map).

series of excavation
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